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On August 26, the day before The Marriage Blessing Ceremony, True Mother checked the Cheong Shim
Peace World Stadium where an exhibit was arranged to showcase True Father's calligraphy. The exhibit
included a preserved chalkboard that True Father used in the early days to give Divine Principle lectures.
On the day of the Hyojeong Cosmic Blessing, participants were able to reconnect in heart to True Father
through this exhibit on the sixth anniversary of his Seonghwa.

The days leading up to the Blessing Ceremony, everyone was happily preparing for their part. Couples
were receiving valuable tips for their future while the Global Top Gun Youth program participants were
busily practicing for their performance following the Blessing Ceremony program.

On the morning of August 27, True Mother held a morning service at the Cheon Jeong Museum after
which thousands gathered at the Cheong Shim Peace World Stadium to commemorate True Father's sixth
Seonghwa anniversary and to celebrate the many couples participating in the Cosmic Hyojeong Blessing
Ceremony. Sun Jin Moon gave a heart-felt reading of a letter she wrote to her father, the Rev. Dr. Sun
Myung Moon (True Father). Participants were then immersed in an abstract musical experience
expressing the heart of a mother and the life of True Father. The performance had a personal touch with
Hyo Jin Moon's children singing. From America, thirty-one couples made their way to the main Cosmic
Blessing Ceremony in Korea while thirty-two couples celebrated the day at home with their families,
local communities and friends.

In celebration of the festivities, the Hyojeong Culture Festival followed the Blessing Ceremony and
featured the Little Angels, David Eaton and British tenor, Paul Potts. To further celebrate all the lovely
couples and to express the Marriage Blessing's power to unite the world as one family under God, True
Mother held a life-sized Yute game with four teams. The Tongil team was made up of American
Unificationists to represent America and placed second. Celebrations continued with a Hyundai Sonata
car give-away, a Peace Road event, and famous Korean singers Kim Young Ja and Cho Hang Cho
signing on the Yute board.

